Insect metabarcoding has been mainly based on PCR amplification of short fragments 2! within the 'barcoding region' of the gene COI. However, because of the variability of 3!
Introduction

24!
Species identification based on sequencing of standard genetic markers -DNA 25! barcoding -is now well established. The so-called 'Folmer region' of the 26! cytochrome oxidase I (COI) gene of the mitochondrion (Folmer et al. 1994) has been 27! widely accepted as the standard barcoding marker for Metazoa (Hebert et al. 2003) , 28! and we now have extensive reference libraries for many groups of organisms (CBOL 29! database, www.boldsystems.org). A range of other markers are also used for DNA 30! barcoding of animals. For instance, 16S (a mitochondrial ribosomal RNA (rRNA) 31! gene) has been used for amphibians (Vences et al. 2005) ; 16S, 12S (another 32! mitochondrial rRNA gene) or cytochrome b (CytB; a protein-coding mitochondorial 33! gene) for fishes (Sevilla et al. 2007 , Cawthorn et al. 2012 ) and more recently, an 34! unexplored region at the 3' end of the COI gene for odonates (dragonflies and 35! damselflies) (Rach et al. 2017) . However, the reference libraries for these alternative 36! markers are small in comparison with that for COI.
37!
In recent years, new High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) platforms have 38! opened up the possibility of analyzing the taxonomic composition of entire 39! environmental samples in a single analysis -metabarcoding. This has created a lot of 40! excitement in the biodiversity research community. Unfortunately, the Folmer region 41! of COI is not suitable for HTS platforms because it is too long. Therefore, special 42! mini-barcodes (short fragments, of variable length and position, within the Folmer 43! region) have been developed for metabarcoding. Hajibabaei et al. (2006) and 44! Meusnier et al. (2008) showed that mini-barcodes from 135 bp up to ~ 450 bp can 45! provide the same degree of taxonomic discrimination as the whole 658 bp Folmer 46! ! 4! ! region. Mini-barcodes have the additional advantage that they more easily can be 47! amplified when the DNA is damaged or fragmented, which is common in 48! environmental DNA samples , Yu et al. 2012 .
49!
Ideally, a marker used for metabarcoding should have highly conserved 50! sequence stretches that can be used for the design of 'universal' primers amplifying 51! all taxa of interest in the sample and that flank a highly variable region that can be 52! used for species discrimination. Unfortunately, being a protein-coding gene, COI is 53! highly variable in the third position of most codons due to the redundancy of the 54! genetic code, making it quite challenging to design primers for metabarcoding with 55! good taxonomic coverage (Deagle et al. 2014) . Inevitably, there will be a varying 56! number of mismatches between the primers and the templates in the sample, 57! translating into differential affinity of the primers for different templates. The primer-58! template pairs with fewer mismatches will be amplified more easily in each cycle, 59! potentially resulting in extreme overrepresentation of these sequences in the final 60! PCR product. These biases in 'universal' COI primers have been documented 61! empirically in several studies. Hajibabaei et al. (2011) and Brandon-Mong et al. 62! (2015) reported biases with Lep-F1/Lep-R1 primers (Hebert et al. 2004 ), Yu et al. 63! (2012 showed that the Folmer primers (Folmer et al. 1994) fail to amplify many 64! species of Hymenoptera, and Clarke et al. (2014) showed that several primer pairs are 65! associated with amplification bias resulting in overrepresentation of Diptera and 66! Lepidoptera sequences. The use of degenerate primers can reduce the bias to some 67! extent , Elbrecht & Leese 2017 . Morinière et al. (2016) Valentini et al. (2016 ), Port et al. (2015 or Furlan et al. (2015) . Performance of the 82! mitochondrial large subunit rRNA gene (16S) has been tested in insect metabarcoding 83! with promising results. Using in silico analyses, Clarke et al. (2014) showed that 16S 84! mini-barcodes of less than 200 bp identified just slightly fewer species than mini-85! barcodes of COI of the same length when applied to a set of 315 species (constituting 86! 264 genera and 23 orders) of insects, while the taxonomic coverage (no. of species 87! successfully amplified) was 75-90 % with 16S versus only 50 % with COI. However, 88! longer COI mini-barcodes increased the taxonomic resolution between closely related 89! species to almost 100 %, while the resolution of 16S peaked at 85 %. Remarkably, 90! taxonomic coverage and taxonomic resolution of 16S was consistent through 11 91! analyzed insect orders, while the best COI taxon coverage was just above 50 % within 92! ! 9! ! For the DEGEPRIME analysis, we used a primer length of 18 bp (-l 18) and 162! maximum degeneracy of 12-and 216-fold (-d 12 / -d 216) . Maximum degeneracy 163! was set low (12-fold) to find primers with high specificity and low risk of forming 164! primer dimers, and higher (216-fold) to explore results from the other end of the 165! trade-off between unspecificity/primer dimers and higher sequence matching. These 166! analyses will be referred to as DEGEPRIME-d12 (12-fold degeneracy) and 167! DEGEPRIME-d216 (216-fold degeneracy). Entropy for each potential primer site is 168! calculated by DEGEPRIME as
where sequence ! has the same length as the primer. After finding primer sites with 170! low entropy, we identified the best primer pairs for each mitochondrial gene 171! amplifying a sequence of suitable length for metabarcoding (100-500 bp long).
172!
ECOPRIMERS was run over the ECOPCR database formatted dataset with the 173! options of amplicon length of 50-500 bp (-l 50 -L 500), no mismatches in at least 174! 70 % of the species (default) and up to three mismatches in 90 % of the species 175! (default), none of them in the 3' end of the primer (-3 3) and considering the 176! sequences as circular (since the mitochondrial genome is circular) (-c penalize the presence of two or more clusters with the same species label. This is not 204! a problem when the analysis is reference-based, i.e. the downstream diversity analysis 205! aggregates split clusters based on taxonomic annotations in a reference database.
206!
However, when such a reference database is missing and the analysis is focused on 207! ! 11! ! molecular operational taxonomic units (MOTUs), this measure artificially inflates 208! taxonomic resolution as the similarity threshold increases (Riaz 2011) . To address 209! MOTU-based scenarios, we propose an alternative measure of taxonomic resolution, 210! which we refer to as exclusive taxonomic resolution (! ! ), in which the presence of 211! two or more clusters sharing the same species label is considered as an ambiguity 212! (even when each of these clusters only contains sequences with the same species 213! label).
214!
It is important to note that ! ! and ! ! are calculated over the set of sequences 215! amplified by the primer pair, not over the original set, which can potentially lead to 216! misinterpretations in case of high values of ! ! (or ! ! ) and low values of ! ! . For 217! instance, if a primer pair amplifies 60 % of the species in a mixture and the generated 218! barcodes are able to discriminate between 87 % of those amplified species, one might 219! get the impression of having a good primer pair, while the reality is that such a primer 220! pair is incapable of detecting almost half the species in the sample (87 % of 60 % is 221! 52 %). To get a general idea of how many species can be detected in a sample, we 222! propose the effective taxonomic resolution (!!") index, defined as the product 223! between ! ! and ! ! .
224!
For a formal definition of these measures, let ! ! be the set of species 225! occurring in a single, homogeneously labeled cluster (a uniquely resolved or 226! unambiguously identified species) and let ! ! be the set of species occurring in a 227! homogeneously labeled cluster (regardless of whether there are more clusters with the 228! same label). Let ! ! be the set of species among the amplified sequences and let ! be 229! the total set of species in the database. With standard set theory notation, where |S| 230! ! 12! ! denotes the number of (unique) elements in a set !, we can then define the indices as 231! follows:
233!
An important property of ! ! is that it varies with the similarity threshold used 234! for clustering, peaking at a value (the 'barcoding gap') that is characteristic for the 235! marker. If the similarity threshold is too low, many closely related species will not be 236! distinguished; if it is too high, variable species will lower ! ! . To identify this peak in 237! ! ! , it is important to have many species represented by multiple sequences. Our 238! reference databases have many singletons, and only a few species represented by 239! multiple sequences. To facilitate the identification of the optimal similarity threshold 240! under such circumstances, we introduce an alternative definition of exclusive 241! taxonomic resolution, ! ! ! , which is defined relative to clusters and not species. Thus, 242! it penalizes oversplitting by counting the additional clusters generated by splitting the 243! species that are well represented in the database into more than two clusters, using 244! this to compensate for the fact that we cannot detect oversplitting in the many 245! singleton species.
246!
At peak resolution (the barcoding gap), ! ! ′ should be a reasonable 247! approximation of ! ! measured over a database where all species are represented by 248! many sequences. For a formal definition, let ! ! be the total set of clusters produced 249! during the clustering of the amplified sequences. This set is composed of three 250! subsets: ! ! is the set of clusters with a single, unique species label, ! ! is the set of 251! clusters with more than one label and ! ! is the set of clusters with a single but not 252! unique label (i.e., the label is shared with other clusters). Then, we define the 253!
Combinations of primer pairs 257!
Two approaches were used to find good combinations of markers (primer pairs and 258! associated amplicons) for metabarcoding. Firstly, we simply examined pairs of 259! markers that were identified in the previous steps as having good performance when 260! used on their own (independent approach). Secondly, we considered the best marker 261! identified for each gene in the previous steps, and then searched for the best marker 262! for the fraction of the dataset that the first marker was unable to detect (residual 263! approach).
264!
To measure the success of a pair of markers, we looked at the total number of 265! species resolved by at least one of the two markers relative to the total number of 266! species in the database. We regarded this as the total effective taxonomic resolution of 267! the two markers, !"# ! . The contribution of each marker was then be teased apart by 268! focusing on the species that were uniquely resolved by one marker but not the other.
269!
Formally, let ! ! (!) be the set of species uniquely resolved by marker i, with similar 270! index notation for other species sets. Then we define the total effective taxonomic 271! resolution of two markers i and j as 272!
and the uniquely contributed taxonomic resolution of marker i as 275!
14! !
Note that ! ! ∖ ! ! refers to the elements occurring in ! ! but not in ! ! . Finally, we 277! define the redundant taxonomic resolution of two markers i and j, that is, the species 278! that are unambiguously resolved by both markers, as 279!
Note that these indices are additive, such that 280!
Primer quality indices and other definitions are summarized in steps of 1 %. The same similarity threshold range was used with the algorithm 288! UCLUST (implemented in the program USEARCH (Edgar 2010)), and then custom 289! scripts were used to count the number of clusters with a single, unique species label, 290! |! ! |, and the clusters with mixed labels or with a single but not unique label, |! ! | and 291! |! ! |, which were then used to compute ! ! ′and all variants of the !"# index. All 292! scripts used for the study are available at https://github.com/metagusano. 293!
294!
Results
295!
Primer design 296! ! 15! ! Potential primer sites in the rRNA genes (12S and 16S) have significantly lower 297! entropy than the best primer sites in the protein-coding genes (Figs. 1, S2 ). Both 298! rRNA genes offer primer sites with entropy well below 4, which is rare in the other 299! genes. Only primer pairs matching more than half of the D1 sequences were 300! considered for further examination. For DEGEPRIME-d12, no primers filling this 301! requirement were found for ATP6, ND1, ND3, ND4 or ND4L, but a large number of 302! potential primer pairs were identified in the remaining genes (Table S3 ). 
312!
For DEGEPRIME-d216 (Table S4) , we found primers matching more than 313! half of the D1 sequences in all genes except ND4L. A high proportion of 314! DEGEPRIME-d216 primers are more degenerate versions of primers from 315! DEGEPRIME-d12. All DEGEPRIME-d12 primers that partially overlapped with 316! previously published primers (see above) had more degenerate DEGEPRIME-d216 317! versions. The COI primer pair HexCOIF4 -HexCOIR4 found in DEGEPRIME-d216 318! partially overlaps with BF2 -BR1 published by Elbrecth & Leese (2017) and ArF(1-319! ! 16! ! 5,10)-ArR (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9) published by Gibson et al. 2014 . Finally, the DEGEPRIME-320! d216 primer HexCytBF3 partially overlaps with the reverse complement of 321! (2001). 322! ECOPRIMERS found five primer pairs, which are all combinations between 323! two forward primers and three reverse primers (F1-R1, F1-R2, F2-R2, F1-R3, F2-R1; 324! see Table S5 ). All five pairs amplify fragments of the 16S gene. 325!
REVCB2H of Simmons & Weller
326!
Measuring the quality of primer pairs 327! Among all primer pairs analyzed (found using DEGEPRIME, ECOPRIMERS or 328! previously published), the ones with the highest coverage (! ! ) for each gene were 329! used to test the differences between different ways of measuring resolution (! ! and 330! ! ! ′). For all markers, taxonomic resolution measured in the standard way (! ! ) 331! increased monotonically as the similarity threshold increased, reaching its maximum 332! at 100 % ( Fig. 2A) , that is, when only identical sequences are considered to belong to 333! the same cluster. The resolution was very similar for the different markers at 100 % 334! similarity threshold (0.95-0.98), while differences increased at lower thresholds, 335! ranging from 0.57 for 12S to 0.84 for COIII and CytB at a similarity of 95 %.
336!
In contrast, exclusive taxonomic resolution (! ! ′) of different markers peaked 337! at different intermediate similarity thresholds (Fig. 2B) Figure 3 shows the performance of previously published markers (primer pair and 360! associated amplicon) and the best markers designed with DEGEPRIME-d12, 361! DEGEPRIME-d216 and ECOPRIMERS. Detailed results for all primers are given in 362! the supplementary material (Tables S3-S5 and S8-S9; see also separate csv files S12-363! S16).
364!
The DEGEPRIME-d12 markers (Fig. 3 , Table S3 ) fall into two groups with 365! ! 18! ! respect to taxonomic coverage (! ! ): the two rRNA genes with high coverage (around 366! 0.80-0.90), and the protein coding genes with intermediate levels of coverage (0.50-367! 0.60). The taxonomic coverage roughly reflects the entropy of the primer pairs, low 368! entropy corresponding to high taxonomic coverage. The taxonomic resolution (! ! ′), 369! however, is more similar among markers, ranging from 0.80 for the worst 16S 370! amplicon (Hex16SF2 -Hex16SR2) to 0.89 in the best markers (note that ! ! ′ is 371! calculated at different similarity thresholds depending on the variability of the gene).
372!
Thus, the markers with the broadest coverage are only slightly worse in distinguishing 373! between sequences of closely related species, even though they need to consider a 374! larger set of species. This results in the effective resolution being considerably higher 375! for the rRNA markers (!"# = 0.71-0.83) than for the markers in the protein-coding 376! genes (!"# = 0.46-0.53).
377!
The more degenerate DEGEPRIME-d216 primers (Fig. 3, Table S4 ) for the 378! 12S rRNA gene improved coverage considerably (from 0.81-0.88 to 0.94) compared 379! to the DEGEPRIME-d12 primers, but there was only a slight increase for the 16S 380! rRNA gene (from 0.92-0.93 to 0.96). For the protein-coding genes, the improvement 381! was more striking. Relaxing the stringency to 216-fold degeneracy produced 382! competitive primers for genes where adequate primers with 12-fold degeneracy did 383! not exist (ATP6, ND1, ND3 and ND4). It also significantly increased the coverage of 384! COI, COII and CytB primers, while the effect was smaller for COIII and ND5. The 385! case of COII and CytB is especially noteworthy, since the degenerate primers for 386! these genes reach ! ! values as high as those of the best rRNA primers with 12-fold 387! degeneracy (Fig. 3 , Tables S3-S4) . 388! !
19! !
The metabarcoding markers found using ECOPRIMERS (Fig. 3 , Table S5 ) 389! exclusively target regions of the 16S gene. However, they have considerably lower 390! coverage (B C = 0.57-0.64) and effective resolution (!"# = 0.46-0.51) than the 16S 391! markers found with DEGEPRIME.
392!
Among the already published primer pairs (Table S8) 
399!
Effective taxonomic resolution (!"#) ranges from 0.14 (Ins16S_1short) to 0.70 400! (16SIns_F/Ins_R). For COI, the effect of primer degeneracy is even more 401! pronounced, with moderate to high coverage (! ! = 0.68-0.87) for the highly 402! degenerate primers BF/BR, while the coverage was much lower (! ! = 0.00-0.06) 403! under the strict PCR settings used here for primers with low (only one degenerate 404! base, or several degenerate bases but only in one primer of the pair) or no degeneracy 405! (Table S8) . As a consequence, !"# is medium to high (0.61-0.78) for the pairs 406! involving BF/BR combinations, and close to zero for the remaining pairs. Coverage of 407! the BE fragment of COI, amplified by the primers ArF2 -ArR5 (Gibson et al. 2014) , 408! is as high as with the rRNA genes (! ! = 0.93) when inosine is set to pair with all 409! nucleotides (acting as an N), but was considerably reduced (! ! = 0.72) when set to 410! pair with only A, T and C (acting as an H). The single primer pair targeting CytB 411! ! 20! ! (REVCB2H -REVCBJ), with only the forward primer with degeneracy of 2-fold, 412! also had low taxonomic coverage (! ! = 0.01), and !"# close to zero.
413!
Further evaluation was only performed for the best primer pair for each gene, 414! the pair with the highest !"# value (Table 2) . For all genes except COI, the best pair 415! found was one designed using DEGEPRIME. For COI, the best pair found using 416! DEGEPRIME was very similar to the pair BF2 -BR1 (ELbrecht & Leese 2017): both 417! of the HexCOIF4 -HexCOIR4 primers are two bases shorter than the BF2 -BR1 418! primers, and there are two substitutions (Y for T in the 18 th base starting from the 5' 419! end and N for D in the 3 rd base starting from the 5' end) that provide HexCOIF4 -420! HexCOIR4 with a higher coverage than BF2 -BR1 (0.75 versus 0.72). Although the 421! combination BF2 -BR2 has even higher !"#, the amplicon length of BF2 -BR1 or 422! HexCOIF4 -HexCOIR4 is more suitable for today's sequencing platforms. In the 423! end, we therefore selected HexCOIF4 -HexCOIR4 for further study. Also, given that 424! the increase in !"# values between rRNA primers with 12-fold and 216-fold 425! degeneracy is modest, and that the degenerate rRNA primers could potentially 426! amplify non-insect DNA from environmental samples during the PCR because of the 427! low variability of the rRNA gene, we selected the rRNA primers with 12-fold 428! degeneracy for further study.
429!
Among the nine insect orders most abundantly found in Malaise traps and 430! pitfall traps, the highest !"# is provided by 16S for Diptera, Coleoptera, and 431! Collembola (Fig. 4) are easiest to analyze (as judged by the average !"# across the seven genes) are 443! Diptera, Coleoptera and Lepidoptera, followed by Blattodea, Orthoptera, and 444! Hemiptera, and then by Collembola, Hymenoptera and Thysanoptera (Fig. 4) . 445!
446!
Performance of marker pairs 447!
When combining two markers, the best results were obtained with COI+COII (!"# = 448! 0.89), and 12S+COI or 16S+COI (both combinations with !"# = 0.88), followed by 449! 12S+16S, 12S+COII, 12S+CytB and COI+CytB (!"# = 0.85) and 16S+COII, 450! 16S+CytB and COII+CytB (!"# = 0.84) ( Fig. 5A , Tables S10-S11). For the three 451! best marker pairs, which all involve COI, and for COI+CytB, the ETR U of COII, 12S, 452! 16S and CytB is at least double that of COI. Outside these cases, the !"# ! values of 453! the two markers of the pair are more balanced. for optimal metabarcoding protocols. Even though the performance of the primers 474! found using in silico approaches must still be validated experimentally, these methods 475! are clearly here to stay. The current activity of mitogenome sequencing is well 476! illustrated by the difference in size between the two datasets used for this study, Collembola, Diplura and Protura), less than half of the dataset used here.
483!
One potential problem with the computational approach is that publicly 484! available data do not necessarily reflect the composition of real environmental 485! samples. For instance, Malaise trap samples tend to be dominated by Diptera and 486! Hymenoptera specimens, but these orders are less frequently targeted in mitogenome 487! sequencing projects than more popular groups like Lepidoptera, Coleoptera and some 488! of the minor insect orders. However, the compositional biases are perhaps less 489! problematic than one might fear. Even though they are clearly underrepresented, 490! Diptera and Hymenoptera are still reasonably well represented in the databases we 491! used (Fig. S1) .
492!
At a finer taxonomic scale, there may also be important differences between 493! the databases and real environmental samples. For instance, we observed that a few 494! groups, like Drosophila, are very well represented in the mitogenome databases, with 495! numerous sequences from the same or very closely related species, while most groups 496! are represented by a diversified selection of mitogenomes from different species. In 497! an environmental sample, such as a Malaise trap sample, one might expect a different 498! type of distribution of sequence abundance and similarity. Nevertheless, given the 499! size of the publicly available databases, we do expect our results to be at least 500! indicative of the performance of the primer pairs in metabarcoding of real samples.
501!
In terms of in silico tools, we compared results obtained with ECOPRIMERS, 502! a popular primer design software for metabarcoding studies, with those from 503! ! 24! ! DEGEPRIME. Although DEGEPRIME has been widely used for primer design in the 504! field of microbial metabarcoding, its use in eukaryotic studies has so far been 505! restricted to unicellular organisms (Hugerth et al. 2014b , Parada et al. 2015 , Hu et al. 506! 2016 . However, DEGEPRIME presents a series of advantages over ECOPRIMERS.
507!
For instance, it gives the user more control over the parameters that are important in 508! finding adequate primers. It also allows the design of degenerate primers, making it 509! possible to find primers that amplify a larger proportion of the sequences in the 510! database at stringent PCR conditions. In our study, the primers found using 511! ECOPRIMERS did not nearly perform as well as those found with DEGEPRIME, 512! primarily because they were not degenerate.
513!
In the ideal case, a primer pair used for metabarcoding should amplify the 514! desired DNA sequence of all representatives of the target group present in the sample, 515! and bioinformatic processing of these sequences would then be able to identify the 516! species (and their abundance). To do this, the selected DNA sequence should have 517! highly variable regions that are able to discriminate between closely related species, 518! flanked by regions that are conserved across the target group so that they form 519! suitable targets for PCR primers (Ficetola et al. 2010) . These features should also be 520! present in a short fragment to fit current sequencing platforms, and to allow analysis 521! of degraded DNA .
522!
How can these properties be quantified? Ficetola et al. (2010; see also Riaz 523! 2011) proposed the indices ! ! and ! ! for taxonomic coverage and taxonomic 524! resolution, respectively. These indices have proven useful and have been widely 525! employed (Epp et al. 2012 . However, ! ! 526! ! 25! ! increases monotonically with the similarity threshold, making it useless in finding the 527! barcoding gap ( Fig. 2A ; Hebert et al. 2003 , Meyer & Paulay 2005 . Thus, ! ! fails to 528! discriminate between inter-and intraspecific genetic variation and does not consider 529! the haplotype diversity within species that barcoding (and, by extension, 530! metabarcoding) should assume. Only the presence of a rich reference database would 531! allow safe identification of the clusters that belong to the same species, and even the 532! COI reference databases are still not complete enough for this in most cases. 533! Therefore, ! ! is not an adequate measure for comparing the performance of 534! metabarcoding markers.
535!
In theory, the exclusive taxonomic resolution index we propose here (! ! ) 536! solves these problems. Given a rich reference database covering intraspecific 537! variation in all taxa, it should allow us both to identify the barcoding gap and to 538! compare the performance of different metabarcoding markers when species 539! circumscriptions cannot be deduced from a reference database. However, we found 540! that ! ! did not decrease rapidly enough at high similarity values to allow safe 541! identification of the barcoding gap using our database. The reason is apparently the 542! small number of species for which any intraspecific variation is covered in our 543! database. Therefore, we also propose the alternative definition of the index, ! ! ′, 544! which measures resolution relative to clusters and not to species in the database. This 545! results in the index being increasingly penalized as the few abundantly represented 546! species are split into smaller and smaller clusters when the similarity threshold value 547! is increased beyond the barcoding gap. This version of the index allowed us to easily 548! find the barcoding gap (Fig. 2) . Our modified index should lag slightly behind ! ! in 549! ! 26! ! the decrease of resolution seen beyond the barcoding gap because of the relative 550! shortage of high amounts of intraspecific diversity in the database. However, the 551! decrease in ! ! ′ should be faster and more dramatic at high threshold values than for 552! ! ! , as is also evidenced by our plot (Fig. 2) . At the barcoding gap, ! ! ′ should be a 553! good approximation of ! ! .
554!
We asked ourselves why we never obtained exclusive taxonomic resolution 555! over 0.90 in our analyses, even for COI markers that supposedly should provide 556! almost perfect taxonomic resolution. The fact that most (67-86 %) of the unresolved 557! species were shared between marker pairs (Table S7 ) suggests that most of these 558! species are impossible to circumscribe correctly using the mitochondrial data in the 559! database. This could be because the taxonomic annotation in the database is incorrect, 560! or because the mitochondrial genetic variation within species is unusually small or 561! high in these species. In either case, it seems likely that the taxonomic resolution 562! values presented here are conservative estimates of the true values.
563!
Arguably, the best metabarcoding primers we found are the 12-fold degenerate 564! primer pairs targeting 16S and 12S. It was necessary to increase the degeneracy level 565! considerably to obtain similar performance for the primers targeting protein-coding 566! genes. Clearly, this reflects the superiority of rRNA genes as metabarcoding markers 567! because of the presence of continuous, highly conserved regions allowing the design 568! of universal primers. The variability seen at third codon positions in protein-coding 569! genes makes it more difficult to find good primers. There is also an increased risk that 570! new sequence variants not considered in the design phase will show up in 571! environmental samples, and that they will not be amplified due to primer mismatch. 572! ! 27! ! One might have expected the performance of rRNA markers to be negatively affected 573! by the difficulty of separating closely related species based on a conservative 574! sequence, but our results indicate that this is a not a major issue. The exclusive 575! taxonomic resolution of the best rRNA markers is very similar to that of the best 576! protein-coding markers. Closely related species have more similar rRNA marker 577! sequences, but they are still distinct.
578!
Boosting the performance of metabarcoding markers in protein-coding genes 579! using highly degenerate primers can potentially present several problems, such as 580! higher risk of primer dimers or of binding of primers to off-target regions in the 581! genome. Nevertheless, we focused our detailed studies of protein-coding markers on 582! 216-fold degenerate primers because of their vastly superior performance in silico 583! compared to 12-fold degenerate primers. Primers targeting conservative rRNA genes 584! also come with a risk, namely that they will amplify a large number of sequences of 585! nontarget taxa, such as bacteria that may be present in water or soil samples used in 586! arthropod inventories. For these reasons, we chose to focus our analyses on rRNA 587! primers with 12-fold degeneracy, even though there was a modest but still significant 588! give the position of the marker we selected for more detailed study. For each marker, the yellow lines represent the primer pair, and the green line the resulting amplicon. Newly designed primers with DEGEPRIME and published primers with degeneracy lower or equal to 12-fold. C. Newly designed primers with DEGEPRIME and published primers with degeneracy higher than 192-fold. Among the published primers, only those with ! ! > 0.15 are shown in this graph. Table 1 . Primer and barcode quality indexes.
Index Symbol Summary
Taxonomic coverage B C Proportion of species whose sequences are amplified by the primer pair.
Taxonomic resolution B S Proportion of species whose amplified sequences are unambiguously identified, not considering repeated species labels as ambiguity.
Exclusive taxonomic
resolution B E Proportion of species whose amplified sequences are unambiguously identified, considering repeated species labels as ambiguity. (1) Effective taxonomic resolution ETR Proportion of species whose sequences are amplified and unambiguously identified, considering repeated species labels as ambiguity.
Redundant effective taxonomic resolution
ETR R Effective taxonomic resolution shared by two or more barcoding markers applied to the same sample.
Uniquely contributed effective taxonomic resolution
ETR U Effective taxonomic resolution obtained by just one of two or more simultaneous barcoding markers, but not by the other(s).
Marker j residual over marker i jri / ETR j ri Marker amplified by primers designed over the set of species not amplified by marker i. ETR of marker jri.
(1) In this article, an alternative of B E is used due to the characteristics of the datasets, calculated in base of the number of clusters instead of species (B' E ) 
